Karl Atkins’ Testimony

May 1, 2019

I would like to enter my Testimony in favor of house bill 178 official record.

Here is my Testimony:

Since we have had conceal carry, have we had any problems like the people were referring to Ohio going to be like a “OK Coral” the answer is NO. The bad people still conceal and carry their guns. The Law abiding people still go get training and pay for their licenses. The bad guys don’t pay for nothing and I doubt they even go to the range to shoot. Common sense people will take classes or learn how to use something. My wife has been sewing for years and years she knows everything there is about sewing but when she bought a new machine a couple months back she took classes on how to use it. The same thing with weapons common sense people know that guns kill people and 99.9% of people value life. Thank you for your time.